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Digital Artwork

Photo above: Nude pencil drawing (detail) by Kevin Yarrow
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We selected to show detail from Kevin's sketch for several reasons - the sketch
was done on a plain paper; it is 23 x 33 inches in size and it was in let's call it
an exhausted condition. Kevin wanted to preserve the work and to have a
digital copy of it. 

So in our large photographic studio we photographed the print and then
digitally cleaned it and enhanced it to make sure that every pencil stroke and
every tiny details is recorded. 

Our digital artwork services cover photography and complete digital editing of
your work and we make sure that the work is recorded correctly in order to be
later reproduced in its true glory. 

Our digital artwork services start at £50 and we have the facilities to
photograph large works - come to our studio to see for yourself  and talk to us
about your work. 
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OUR FAVOURITE PAPERS

Hahnemühle William Turner 310gsm

Photo above: Carmel Beach CA (detail) printed on Hahnemühle William Turner
310gsm 100% cotton textured art paper (shared with the permission of the
photographer)
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Hahnemühle William Turner is a traditional mould-made watercolour paper
with a coating for inkjet printing. The white cotton paper does not contain
optical brightness, but stands out due to its f ine but highly pronounced
textured surface. The matt inkjet coating creates impressive contrasts and
deep blacks, resulting in images with outstanding depth. William Turner is acid
and lignin free, meeting the most exacting of age resistance.
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Are you in?
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We look forward to seeing you at our f irst social evening. Light drinks and
nibbles and meet fellow artists and photographers. 

Book your free place on Eventbrite

Click to Register

MUSE ARTIST

Nadia Koo

Photo above: Green Cardamom by Nadia Koo; 100x100cm acrylic available for
sale at Nadia's Instagram Page - see link below
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We looooove Nadia's work. It makes us happy. We can just sit in front of the
printer and watch the printer creates line by line the beautiful, vibrant colours
of  her work...

This is what Nadia says about herself : 

"Colour defines my works. I feel the vibrancy of greens, turquoises, pinks… and
these form part of my real and imagined botanicals, people and animals. I love
texture and shape on the canvas.

Each piece for me is spontaneous and intuitive, I feel my way around the canvas
with pure freedom. Each painting is an evocative, rich, awakening of my senses. I
am both calm and intense when I paint – using my hands, bold brush marks and
dotting. Leaving the studio, I walk back to my house leaving behind spent
emotional energy."

How does Nadia's work make you feel? Share with us on Instagram. 

Follow Nadia on Instagram
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